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Abstract—The increasing difficulty in leveraging CMOS scal-
ing for improved performance requires exploring alternative
technologies. A promising technique is to exploit the physical
properties of devices to specialize certain computations. A
recently proposed approach uses molecular-scale optical de-
vices to construct a Resonance Energy based Sampling Unit
(RSU) to accelerate sampling from parameterized probability
distributions. Sampling is an important component of many
algorithms, including statistical machine learning.

This paper explores the relationship between application
result quality and RSU design. The previously proposed RSU-G
focuses on Gibbs sampling using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) solvers for Markov Random Field (MRF) Bayesian
Inference. By quantitatively analyzing the result quality across
three computer vision applications, we find that the previously
proposed RSU-G lacks both sufficient precision and dynamic
range in key design parameters, which limits the overall result
quality compared to software-only MCMC implementations.
Naively scaling the problematic parameters to increase preci-
sion and dynamic range consumes too much area and power.
Therefore, we introduce a new RSU-G microarchitecture that
exploits an alternative approach to increase precision that
incurs 1.27× power and equivalent area, while maintaining
the significant speedups of the previous design and supporting
a wider set of applications.

Keywords-accelerator; machine learning; Bayesian Infer-
ence; Markov Chain Monte Carlo; Markov Random Field;
emerging technology; Resonance Energy Transfer;

I. INTRODUCTION

The impending halt in CMOS scaling places increasing
importance on finding alternative approaches to improve
computational efficiency. Architectural innovation, such as
specialization, remains critical to overcoming the challenges
faced today. Equally important is the need to explore new
device technology that can augment CMOS specialization.

Recent work investigates emerging technologies that en-
able specialization by exploiting physical device properties.
Memristors [1], strain-switched magneto-tunneling junctions
[2], [3], and fluorescent molecules [4], [5] have the potential
to accelerate certain machine learning algorithms, such as
Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and Bayesian Inference. An
important criteria for machine learning accelerators, CMOS
and non-CMOS, is the relationship between precision and
result quality.

This paper explores the quality/precision relationship in
the context of the recently proposed RSU-G—a molecular

optical Gibbs sampler that exploits Resonance Energy Trans-
fer (RET) to efficiently sample from parameterized proba-
bility distributions [5], [6]. An RSU-G is a hybrid CMOS-
RET functional unit for accelerating Markov Random Field
Bayesian Inference problems. Wang, et al. [5] demonstrated
a macro-scale prototype and proposed an integrated RSU-G
design. An RSU-G operates by first computing an energy
value that is used to obtain a decay rate for an exponential
distribution for each possible value a random variable may
take on. Samples from the commensurate exponential distri-
butions are used to probabilistically choose a value for the
random variable.

We ask, and answer, several questions about application
result quality and the impact of precision on the integrated
RSU-G design.

Question 1: What is the impact of precision on result
quality? We use standard benchmarking methods to compare
results for three applications with widely-used data sets:
1) stereo vision with 3 inputs, 2) motion estimation with
3 inputs and 3) image segmentation with 30 inputs. Our
results show that the previously proposed RSU-G fails to
match software-only result quality. We identify four key
RSU-G design parameters that require a specific precision
or value: 1) energy computation, 2) exponential decay rate,
3) time measurement, and 4) distribution truncation. Using
a functional simulator of an RSU-G, we explore how each
of these four design parameters affects quality.

Our results show that overall result quality in the previous
RSU-G design degrades due to lack of both precision and
dynamic range on certain parameters. Thus, we introduce 1)
decay rate scaling and 2) probability cut-off to maximize the
dynamic range at the early and late optimization iterations
respectively, which significantly improve the overall result
quality. Surprisingly, we found that high result quality can
be preserved using very few unique decay rates while
preserving precision and dynamic range. We also expose
a relationship between distribution truncation—treating all
samples beyond a specified threshold as infinity—and time
measurement precision that can be exploited to improve the
RSU-G design.

Question 2: What, if any, changes must be made to
RSU-G microarchitecture to support the desired precision
and achieve result quality comparable to software-only im-
plementations? Based on the required design parameters, we



find that using light source intensity to control exponential
decay rates in the previous RSU-G design is not an effective
technique since area/power scale with the required dynamic
range. Thus, we introduce a new RSU-G design that exploits
an alternative design parameter, molecular concentration [6],
along with other techniques to achieve the desired precision
(and result quality) while keeping the same area and increas-
ing power by only 1.27×, relative to the previous RSU-G
design. We also propose a design where multiple RSU-Gs
share optical resources, which further reduces power/area
overheads and allows the use of conventional light sources.

Question 3: Do changes in RSU-G microarchitecture
require any architectural changes? Radical changes in RSU-
G design may impose commensurate changes at the architec-
tural level since extensive delays or modified interfaces may
require software changes. Fortunately, the RSU-G proposed
in this paper is mostly a microarchitectural change and can
be used in place of the previously proposed unit with min-
imal architectural modifications. This preserves the sizable
performance improvements demonstrated previously [5].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec.
II provides an overview of the recently proposed RSU-G and
the underlying technology. We perform an extensive analysis
of result quality and the impact of RSU-G design parameters
in Sec. III. Alternative RSU-G designs are presented and
evaluated in Sec. IV. Sec. V presents related work and Sec.
VI concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Probabilistic Algorithms

Probabilistic (stochastic) algorithms are an important ap-
proach used in several modern machine learning techniques
across many different application domains [7], [8]. Example
problems include, but are not limited to, statistical infer-
ence, rare event simulation, stochastic neural networks (e.g.,
Boltzmann machines), probabilistic cellular automata, and
hyper-encryption. Probabilistic algorithms rely on efficient
sampling from parameterized distributions. Unfortunately,
sampling overhead can range from 600-800 cycles for com-
mon distributions in the C++ library [5] to 10,000 cycles
for complex multivariate distributions. An overview of com-
putational techniques for generating samples is provided
elsewhere [9].

Bayesian Inference combines new evidence and prior
beliefs to update the probability estimate for a hypothesis.
Consider D as the observed data and X as the latent random
variable. p(X) is the prior distribution of X , and p(D | X)
is the probability of observing D given a certain value
of X . In Bayesian Inference, the goal is to retrieve the
posterior distribution p(X | D) of the random variable X
when D is observed. As the dimension of X = [X1, ..., Xn]
increases, it often becomes difficult or intractable to numer-
ically derive the exact posterior distribution p(X | D). One
approach to solve these inference problems uses probabilistic

Figure 1. Markov Random Field Bayesian Inference using Markov Chain
Monte Carlo. Note that sampling is performed in the inner loop.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods that converge
to an exact solution by iteratively generating samples for
random variables. Unlike DNNs, these algorithms enable
interpretability to discern why a given result is obtained.

Consider a simple instance of image segmentation that
labels each pixel in an image as either foreground or
background. As shown in Fig. 1, this requires iterating over
each pixel and evaluating the probability that the pixel is
foreground or background (each possible label) based on
neighboring pixels label values and the initial pixel data.

B. Enabling Technology

Previous work provides a theoretical foundation for con-
structing physical samplers based on molecular-scale Res-
onance Energy Transfer (RET) networks [6]. RET is the
probabilistic transfer of energy between two optically ac-
tive molecules, called chromophores, through non-radiative
dipole-dipole coupling [10]. When a donor and acceptor
chromophore pair are placed a few nanometers apart and
their emission and excitation spectra overlap, energy transfer
can occur between them. A RET network is constructed by
placing multiple chromophores in a physical geometry where
chromophores interact through RET. A fully specified RET
network can be conveniently and economically fabricated
with sub-nanometer precision using hierarchical DNA self-
assembly [11], [12].

RET networks are integrated with an on-chip light source,
e.g., quantum-dot LEDs (QDLEDs), waveguide, and single
photon avalanche detector (SPAD) to create a RET circuit.
Each RET circuit can contain an ensemble of RET networks.
RET circuits can then be integrated with hybrid electro-
optical CMOS using spin coating [13], polymer doping [14],
or various other back end of line processing techniques [15],
[16]. SPAD arrays fabrication is demonstrated elsewhere
[17], [18]. Dark count rate of SPADs (∼KHz [19]–[21]) has
negligible effects given RSU-G frequency (1GHz).

C. RET-Based Sampling Units

Recent work [5] presents RET-based samplers for Markov
Random Field (MRF) Bayesian Inference using MCMC



methods that utilize exponential samplers. Probabilistic func-
tional units—called RET Sampling Units (RSU-G), for
Gibbs Sampling—are constructed using CMOS specializa-
tion to accelerate distribution parameterization and RET
networks to accelerate obtaining a sample from the param-
eterized distribution, the whole inner loop in Fig. 1.

RSU-G utilizes the first-to-fire design based on the prop-
erty of competing exponential random variables [6]. RET
circuits generate samples from exponential distributions
(λe−λt) parameterized by the decay rate (λ) and record
the time to fluorescence (TTF) for each exponential sample.
The decay rate is determined for each possible label of a
random variable, which depends on the neighboring random
variables’ current labels and the singleton energy. The label
that produces the shortest TTF is chosen as the result label.
The decay rate λ can be tuned by changing the concentration
of RET networks, the QDLED emission intensity, the spe-
cific chromophore, or a combination of these. The previously
proposed RSU-G uses the QDLED intensity to change λ for
each label evaluated.

RSU-G inputs and outputs are unsigned integers that
correspond to values of interest depending on the application
(e.g., image segment labels, pixel motion vectors, etc.). A
block diagram of an RSU-G is shown in Fig. 2a. An RSU-
G performs a series of three operations: 1) map application
values to RET inputs, 2) generate samples, 3) map RET
output to application value. Steps 1 and 3 are implemented
using conventional CMOS specialization, whereas step 2 is
a RET circuit that exploits the probabilistic behavior of RET
networks.

Fig. 2b shows how the three abstract steps map to 5 stages
in a pipeline that evaluate one possible label (out of M) per
cycle. These stages correspond to 1) label decrement/input,
2) energy computation, 3) energy to intensity mapping
(exponential decay rate), 4) sampling (using RET circuits),
and 5) selection. Label decrement is used to iterate over all
M possible 6-bit labels. The energy computation obtains an
8-bit value, which maps through a look-up-table (LUT) to a
4-bit exponential decay rate (QDLED intensity). The RET
circuit samples the exponential distribution by measuring the
time it takes to observe an output photon after illuminating
the RET network with the appropriate QDLED intensity.
The measured time for the sample, represented by a 5-bit
integer, is used in the selection block to choose the lowest
from all M possible labels. The total latency is 7+(M-1) for
M possible labels since stage 3 (RET sampling) requires 4
cycles. Replicated RET circuits are used to avoid structural
hazards caused by this multicycle stage. The four replicated
RET circuits expand the window of time for observing
samples (due to the tail of the exponential) such that 99.6%
of the samples are covered; this truncates the last 0.4% of
samples for the lowest decay rate (this number is less than
0.4% for higher decay rates) and assumes they occur at
infinity (i.e., no sample is generated).

(a) RSU-G block diagram.
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(b) RSU-G pipeline.

Figure 2. RET-based Gibbs Sampling Unit (RSU-G).

When added to a GPU, these units achieve 3× and 16×
speedups for image segmentation (5 labels) and motion
estimation (49 labels), respectively. A discrete accelerator
with 336 RSU-G units achieves 21× and 54× speedups as-
suming a 336GB/s memory bandwidth limitation. Each unit
consumes low power and occupies a very small area. Using
15nm CMOS, a single RSU-G (CMOS+RET) consumes
3.91 mW , occupies 0.0029 mm2, and generates entropy at
2.89Gb/s. Compared to 6.4Gb/s Intel DRNG [22], RSU-G
only consumes 13% of the power in similar area while also
providing programmability to parameterize distributions.

The previous results are encouraging with respect to
accelerating stochastic algorithms. However, important ques-
tions remain regarding the use and design of RET-based
samplers, as described in Sec. I. The following sections
answer these questions by exploring the impact of precision
(bit-width) choices for the important stages in the RSU-G
pipeline (energy computation, exponential decay rate, time
measurement) and distribution truncation.

III. RSU-G PRECISION VS. QUALITY

Many factors influence result quality for statistical ma-
chine learning algorithms. For the problems we study in this
paper, a domain expert develops a model that includes clique
definitions, number of labels, conditional probabilities, etc.
This model clearly has a profound effect on the final results,
but refining specific models is beyond the scope of this
work. In this paper we focus on the impact of RSU-G circuit
and microarchitectural decisions on result quality for given
models.



A. Methodology

Our overall goal is to ensure that RET-based samplers
achieve results comparable to software-only implementa-
tions that use commodity processors or GPUs with IEEE
floating point, which theoretically generate the highest result
quality. Recall that the software only method incurs high
computation overhead to generate samples from parameter-
ized distributions. RSU-G accelerates this computation, but
it must do so without consuming excessive area or power.

We develop a functional simulator of an RSU-G in
MATLAB that enables us to explore the various aspects of
RSU-G design with respect to result quality. This allows
running a baseline software version that uses the appropriate
routines in MATLAB to obtain samples and update labels in
MCMC solvers for MRF problems. The RSU-G functional
simulator replaces the appropriate code sections with the
RSU-G equivalent functionality.

We evaluate the result quality using three applications: 1)
image segmentation, 2) motion estimation (optical flow), 3)
stereo vision, which are good representations of computer
vision and can all be solved using MCMC with an MRF
model. We performed the same analysis for all three applica-
tions; for brevity, we use stereo vision as a running example
to illustrate the impact of precision on quality, since this
application has the highest bit precision requirements based
on our experiments. We use standard metrics for evaluat-
ing quality that are specific to each application (e.g., end
point error for motion estimation, and PRI, etc. for image
segmentation). Exploring result quality for applications in
other areas is part of our ongoing work.

The previous RSU-G supports only squared distance
energy function, which fits well with motion estimation
[23]. However, the other two applications require different
distance functions: binary distance for image segmenta-
tion [24], and absolute distance for stereo vision [25], [26].
Supporting these distance functions requires modest changes
to the energy calculation stage, incurring additional area
and power, but not influencing precision. Our new design
adds support for all three distance functions. For our quality
vs. precision analysis, we add this same support to the
previously proposed RSU-G [5].

Stereo vision reconstructs the depth information of objects
taken from two cameras by matching the corresponding
pixels between two images. Previous work demonstrated
various MCMC sampling techniques for stereo vision [26]–
[28], and we use the version based on a first-order MRF
model [27], which the RSU-G directly supports. Similar to
image segmentation shown in Fig. 1, MCMC MRF stereo
vision iterates pixel by pixel and samples from possible
labels following the same process, except in stereo vision
each label corresponds to a possible disparity of the pixel
location from one image to the other. Theoretically, dis-
parities are 2D-vectors that represent the relative horizontal

and vertical location of corresponding pixels. In practice,
algorithms typically use image pairs that are calibrated
in a standard form such that correspondence of pixels is
constrained to only the horizontal line and the disparity
reduces to scalars. Disparity values directly reflect the depth
information of objects in the images: foreground objects
have larger disparities than background objects.

We use Middlebury Stereo [26], a commonly used stereo
benchmark in the computer vision community as our test
dataset. Since the previous RSU-G design can support up to
64 labels, we randomly selected three datasets teddy (56 la-
bels), poster (30 labels), and art (28 labels) that all meet this
constraint. We use the common bad-pixel percentage (BP)
and root-mean squared (RMS) error as quality evaluation
metrics, and set the bad-pixel threshold to 1, as in previous
work [26]. This means that a pixel is considered mis-labeled
if the distance between calculated disparity and ground
truth disparity is larger than 1. More detailed evaluations
can distinguish the disparity map for subregions such as
occluded and textureless; however, for simplicity, we provide
overall result quality where all subregions are included.

Similar to previous work [27], [29], we use simulated
annealing (SA) for stereo vision to converge to a stable
result. This method divides the energy by a decreasing
temperature after each iteration so that every label has
a similar probability to be chosen at the beginning, but
gradually labels with lower energy are more likely to be
chosen, until finally converging to the optimal results. In
an RSU-G, simulated annealing can be implemented by
updating the energy-to-intensity LUT in Fig. 2b at the end
of each iteration. Note that this method provides equivalent
functionality to software-only SA, but causes stalls in the
RSU-G pipeline. Our new RSU-G design eliminates these
stalls with an new energy-to-intensity conversion scheme de-
scribed in Sec. IV. We tune SA parameters (e.g., temperature
and annealing rate) such that it can provide result quality
with acceptable simulation time. We run teddy and art with
1,000 iterations and poster with 500 iterations. All three
datasets converge.

B. RSU-G vs. Software-only Quality

We begin by first comparing the previously proposed
RSU-G as defined by Wang, et al. [5] to the software-only
implementation. We compare the results using both BP and
RMS error. Since they are consistent, we only show BP
in Fig. 3. Based on teddy results [26], the only dataset of
the three that has both the public-accessible ground truth
and evaluation scores, MCMC software-only (BP 27%) can
reach very close to quality of Graph Cuts algorithms [29]
(BP 25%). Better MCMC-software results can be obtained
by fine tuning the application parameters and running more
iterations, which is beyond the scope of this paper (although
compared to the software implementation, RSU-G acceler-
ation allows executing more iterations in the same amount
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Figure 3. Software-only vs. previous RSU-G result quality.

(a) Original image (b) Ground truth

(c) Software disparity map (d) RSU-G disparity map

Figure 4. Software-only vs. previous RSU-G stereo images.

of time). We perform a best-effort optimization for MCMC
algorithm parameters (e.g., energy weights) and apply them
throughout the evaluation.

Fig. 4a and 4b show the left image of the original image
pair and the ground truth disparity, respectively. Disparity is
color coded in the gray-level scale: light pixels represent
high disparity values, indicating they are closer to the
camera. Darker pixels represent low disparity values and
farther from the camera, except for the black area, which
means no correspondence between the image pair due to
occlusion. We conservatively consider all software and RSU-
G results in those areas as mislabeled pixels, making our
result quality pessimistic. Clearly, the previous RSU-G does
not perform well with the three datasets, producing BP
>90%, mislabeling nearly all pixels. Fig. 4c and 4d show
the disparity maps generated by the software only algorithm
and the RSU-G. The striking difference between those two
disparity maps indicates the result quality of RSU-G is
unacceptable.

C. RSU-G Design Parameters and Quality

Given the unacceptable results for the previous design,
the next step is to determine which RSU design parameters
cause the result quality loss. We identify three primary

design parameters where bit precision may influence overall
results: 1) energy computation (Energybits), 2) exponen-
tial decay rate (Lambdabits), and 3) time measurement
(Timebits). These three parameters correspond directly to
components in the equations from the MRF model and how
it relates to RET-based sampling [6]. A fourth parameter of
interest is distribution truncation—the fraction of samples in
the exponential tail rounded up to infinity.

E = Esingleton +
∑

Eneighborhood (1)

λ = e−E/T (2)

p(t) = λe−λt (3)

For the RSU pipeline shown in Fig. 2b, the first stage of
the pipeline computes the total energy of a label based on
Eq. 1. Energybits refers to the precision of E, the output of
this stage. The second pipeline stage obtains the decay rate
by implementing Eq. 2 in a LUT. Temperature T can folded
into the calculation of LUT entries. Lambdabits refers to
the number of bits used to represent λ, which also indicates
the maximum unique λ values the RSU-G can support. In
stage three, the RET circuit samples from an exponential
distribution parameterized by λ, shown in Eq. 3, to obtain
the time to fluorescence (TTF). Theoretically, TTF has no
upper-bound, but to ensure forward progress, RSU-G has a
maximum TTF it can detect and rounds up to infinity for
any TTF beyond this bound. Timebits determines the finest
time resolution within RSU-G’s detection window.

An RSU that uses full IEEE floating point is theoretically
possible; however, it is impractical due to area, power, and
timing limitations. Therefore, any RSU-G design must rely
on limited integer precision. The key architectural challenge
is to determine the specific value required for each RSU-G
design parameter to achieve acceptable result quality while
minimizing area and power.

To answer this question, we use a sequential evalu-
ation approach that finds the best limited precision for
only the earliest RSU pipeline stage, energy computation
(Energybits), while allowing the remaining parameters
(Lambdabits and Timebits) to use IEEE Floating Point
precision. Based on this result, we fix the Energybits to
the best value for all remaining experiments. Next, we
vary the exponential decay (Lambdabits) to find the lowest
precision while keeping the time measurement as floating
point. Finally, we fix the energy and exponential decay rate
while exploring timing precision.

1) Energy Computation: Our experiments confirm previ-
ous work [30], [31] that shows 8-bit energy is sufficient
for stochastic algorithms. Fewer than 8 bits significantly
degrades result quality. BP for the three data sets on RSU-G
(8-bits) and software (floats) are 27.0% vs. 27.1%, 12.6%
vs. 13.3%, and 27.3% vs. 30.3% for Teddy, Poster, and Art,
respectively.
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Figure 5. Result quality vs. exponential decay rate precision.

2) Exponential Decay Rate: Given Energybits = 8
we explore the next RSU design parameter, Lambdabits.
Recall, the exponential decay rate is used to create rel-
ative probabilities for possible label values. That is, the
ratio of probabilities for any two possible labels is equal
to the ratio of the corresponding exponential decay rates
(P (Mi)/P (Mj) = λi/λj). RSU-G obtains the decay rate
using a LUT indexed by the energy value for a given possible
label, and this value is used to control a set of QDLEDs that
illuminate the RET network. The area and power scale with
the number of unique decay rates since it requires either
more QDLEDs or introducing DACs. Naively scaling the
design with Lambdabits = 7 requires 128 unique decay
rates, expanding the RET circuit area by 8× to 12, 800um2.
Therefore, it is desirable to minimize the number of decay
rates, and thus Lambdabits.

The line int lambda prev RSUG in Fig. 5a shows the
average BP results across three stereo vision data sets for
RSU-G when varying Lambdabits from 3 to 7. We observe
BP is above 90% even with Lambdabits = 7, which
means we can not achieve our quality goal by naively
increasing Lambdabits. Further analysis indicates that high
result quality require a larger dynamic range for λ and a way
to reduce the accumulated error caused by limited precision.
We meet these needs by introducing decay rate scaling and
probability cut-off, as described below.

Decay Rate Scaling: Recall the key property in utiliz-
ing RET for first-to-fire is the ratio of decay rates λi/λj
for the competing exponential distributions. Theoretically
the absolute value of λi and λj does not matter. However,

(a) 7 lambda bits, decay rate
scaling only

(b) 4 Lambda bits, with cut-
off, decay rate scaling and 2n

truncation.

Figure 6. Stereo vision teddy: scaled decay rates and probability cut-off.

given limited integer precision, small λi and λj will be
rounded to the same value even when their ratio λi/λj is
high (e.g., 0.4 and 0.005 are both rounded to 0, whereas
their ratio is 80). This problem becomes crucial in the early
part of SA when temperature, T , is high. Thus, we want λ
as large as possible to minimize the precision loss. Given
the decay rate for each possible label (λi; i = 0 to M − 1
see Eq. 2), we scale all decay rates λi by a factor k, such
that maxi λi is equal to the maximum λ we can support
in RSU. From Eq. 2, we get maximum λ when E = 0.
Thus, we can maximize the dynamic range of λi while
maintaining the invariant of constant λi/λj ratios shown in
Eq. 4. It also indicates that we can convert λ multiplication to
energy subtraction, thereby simplifying the implementation.
This produces a new set of decay rates λ′i = kλi which
has a dynamic range from 1 to the maximum supported λ.
Line int lambda scaled in Fig. 5a indicates that with decay
rate scaling, BP decreases with increasing Lambdabits and
reaches about 70% when Lambdabits = 7, however it still
does not meet the quality requirement (see Fig. 6a).

λi
λj

=
kλi
kλj

=
e−(Ei−Emin)

e−(Ej−Emin)
. (4)

Probability Cut-off: The previous RSU-G design limits
the minimum probability λmin = λ0, which corresponds to
the minimum unique decay rate in a RET circuit. Lower
probabilities are rounded up to λ0. Although this design
keeps all labels active during the entire execution, it in-
troduces noise during the later iterations due to limited
precision in Lambdabits, especially for applications with
many labels. Consider a given pixel in a late iteration of
teddy with 56 possible labels. Label 0 has a 0.98 probability
to be chosen based on Eq. 2 while the other 55 labels have a
combined 0.02 probability to be chosen. With Lambdabits =
7 in RSU-G, label 0 is mapped to the maximum supported
λ = 128λ0, while each of the other labels is mapped to
the minimum λ0. These minimum λ0s introduce inaccuracy
due to rounding since now the probability to choose label 0
becomes 128/(128 + 55) = 0.7, leaving 0.3 probability to



choose other labels, and thus preventing convergence.
To address this problem, we use a probability cut-off

(approximation) policy when the calculated probability is
small enough to ignore. The threshold is implicitly applied
during LUT value generation. E = 0 is mapped to the
largest λ. Other values for each energy entry are calculated
by Eq. 2, multiplied by a scale 2Lambdabits , and truncated
to the nearest integer. The probability is ignored (set to 0)
when the calculated value is less than one, which means this
probability is not large enough to use λ0. Using a probability
cut off dramatically improves result quality, as shown in Fig.
5a. Lambdabits = 3, 4 produce average BP of 24.7% and
23.8%, respectively. Lambdabits = 4 enables a practical
RSU-G implementation in terms of area and power.

Truncating λs to the nearest 2n integer value reduces
the unique number of λs needed from 2Lambdabits to
Lambdabits, without reducing quality (see Fig. 5a), and thus
can reduce area and power. Probability cut-off must be incor-
porated with decay rate scaling, otherwise all probabilities
are cut off in the early annealing iterations, leading to poor
result quality, as shown in Fig. 5a. Fig. 5b shows BP results
across all three datasets, indicating that RSU-G can achieve
quality comparable to the software-only implementation
using the above techniques, with BP of 27.8% for teddy,
13.7% for poster, and 28.6% for art. Fig. 6b shows the
disparity map of teddy.

3) Timing Precision and Distribution Truncation: The
last component we analyze is timing precision. Recall in
first-to-fire, a sample is generated by parameterizing the
decay rate λ of an exponential distribution and choosing
the label (corresponding to a λi) that has the shortest TTF
among all possible labels [6]. The key is to differentiate the
TTF for each label and choose the label with the shortest
TTF as the new value for the random variable.

Timing precision addresses two aspects: 1) timing reso-
lution and 2) maximum detection time. Theoretically higher
timing resolution achieves better results. However, tran-
sistor physics, such as gate and wire delays, limits the
fastest detection speed and an ultra-high clock frequency
would consume unacceptable power. Furthermore, TTF for
exponential distribution has no upper bound and waiting
too long to cover a high percentage of TTF can cause a
structural hazard in the pipeline for TTF longer than one
clock cycle. The previously proposed RSU-G uses 4 RET
circuit replicas to avoid this hazard, but does not scale well
when the maximum detection time is high. Mitigating this
requires deeper analysis of timing precision’s impact on
result quality.

To analyze the time precision, we define the finest timing
resolution of RSU-G as a unit time bin (duration 1 unit).
TTF within a time bin cannot be differentiated. We treat
the sampling stage of RSU-G as an exponential sampler
that, given a positive input decay rate λ, generates output at
time t; 1 ≤ t ≤ tmax following an exponential distribution.

Figure 7. Relative error (RE) between actual probability ratios and in-
tended lambda ratios under different Truncations, given T imebits = 5.

Timebits is the number of integer bits used to represent
t. Since TTF is theoretically infinite, we define a new
parameter Truncation to provide a detection boundary from
a probability perspective. Distribution Truncation refers
to the probability that TTF is longer than tmax given λ0,
the lowest decay rate RSU-G can support (Truncation =
p(TTF > tmax|λ0) = exp(−λ0tmax)). TTF beyond tmax
is numerically rounded to tmax.
Timebits influences result quality since fewer Timebits

indicates two detected TTF are more likely to be in the same
bin—a tie. However, simulation results indicate that given
a fixed Timebits, Truncation also significantly influences
result quality. Recall, in the ideal case, the ratio of probabil-
ities for choosing any two labels is proportional to the ratio
of their calculated decay rates = λi/λj . Fig. 7 shows the
relative error between actual probability ratios and intended
lambda ratios given Timebits = 5 and various Truncation
values. Each data point is acquired by going through the last
two RSU stages (sampling and comparison) and collecting
106 samples from 2 possible labels with the corresponding
λmax and λi, where λmax is the largest possible decay
rate, which is 8λ0 when Lambdabits = 4. With 2n lambda
approximation, the ratio of two lambdas can only be 1, 2,
4, and 8. We vary λi for one label and keep the other label
constant at λmax to achieve the intended λ ratio, which is
how the previously described decay rate scaling works.

The results show that the divergence between the com-
puted probability ratio and the intended ratio is large when
Truncation is low (below 0.1 in this case) or too high
(above 0.6), while the divergence is small when Truncation
is in the middle range. Truncation has little impact when
the lambda ratio is 1. Since λ0 ∝ − ln(Truncation), small
Truncation leads to a larger λ0, and consequently larger
λis. According to Eq. 3, large λi compresses the TTF into
a small range early in time, thus placing more samples
into the same time bin. This causes divergence from true
probability ratios in the left side of Fig. 7. Conversely, a large
Truncation value over-truncates the distribution for both λs
and severely changes the distribution, causing divergence in
the right side of Fig. 7. Finding a reasonable Truncation



Figure 8. Result quality of T imebits vs. Truncation in poster.

value is critical to balance the information loss.
We explore the space of Timebits and Truncation to

examine their impact on result quality. Fig. 8 shows the BP
results for the stereo vision dataset poster. Darker colors
indicate a high BP (lower quality, lower cost) and white
indicates a low BP (higher quality, higher cost). These
results show that we can improve quality by either increasing
Timebits or increasing Truncation up to a point for fixed
Timebits.

Configurations on the dashed line produce the same result
quality (we verify this across all three applications). How-
ever, a designer has freedom to move along this line (up-
right or down-left) to optimize the RSU-G implementation.
Sec. IV discusses the implementation trade-offs involved in
moving along this line. Qualitatively, increasing Timebits
requires either increasing clock frequency or replicating
RET circuits to provide the necessary number of timing
bins, thus increasing area and power. Reducing Timebits
requires increasing Truncation to maintain result quality.
Unfortunately, for high Truncation values, it is more
likely that photons generated by one sample influence the
next sample(s) since the RET network remains excited
beyond the Truncation threshold. To avoid this excitation
“bleed through”, Truncation requires RET network repli-
cas. The red star in Fig. 8 corresponds to our chosen point
(Timebits = 5 with Truncation = 0.5) which provides
a good balance. In contrast, the previous RSU-G design
requires very low Truncation (0.01) due to using a single
RET network in the RET circuit.

D. Result Quality for new RSU-G

We run all three applications on our new RSU-G design
with Energybits = 8, Lambdabits = 4, Timebits = 5,
Truncation = 0.5 and compare with software-only results
using standard benchmarking metrics. We believe these
benchmarks represent characteristics of most workloads.

1) Stereo Vision: Fig. 9a shows the BP across three
datasets in stereo vision. The new RSU-G design achieves
comparable BP with only small variations (3% BP differ-
ences in teddy, 0.1% in poster, and 0.5% in art). Fig. 9b
shows teddy disparity map in new RSU-G.
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Figure 9. RSU-G result quality for T imebits = 5 and Truncation =
0.5 across applications

Table I
STANDARD DEVIATION OF VOI ACROSS 30 TESTED IMAGES

2-label 4-label 6-label 8-label
Software-only 0.63 0.71 0.71 0.79
New-RSUG 0.63 0.69 0.68 0.76

2) Motion Estimation: Motion estimation finds pixel
correspondence between two temporally sequenced frames,
with a 2D search space. This differs from stereo vision in
two important aspects: 1) the method of energy calcula-
tion [23] and 2) more labels (N2 labels for the N × N
search window). Due to the maximum-label limit, we make
the common assumption that motion is relatively small
compared to whole images [23]. Larger search windows
can be obtained using an image pyramid method [23].
We use Middlebury motion estimation benchmarks [32]
and randomly pick 3 datasets (Venus, RubberWhale, and
Dimetrodon) that can fit in our search window. We use the
common end point error as the quality metric [32]. From Fig.
9c, the new RSU-G produces results comparable in quality
to the software implementation.

3) Image Segmentation: We use the Berkeley Segmen-
tation Database (BSD300) [33], and randomly select 30
images from among 300 images. We run multiple instances
for each input with a different number of image segments
(labels). We run 2, 4, 6, and 8 segmentations across these
selected images with 30 iterations for each. Result quality is
obtained using BISIP [34], a widely-used evaluation package
that provides four result quality metrics. Details of these 4
metrics can be found elsewhere [34] and we only present
Variation of Information (V oI ∈ [0,∞), lower VoI is better)
as an example. Fig. 9d shows RSU-G achieves result quality
comparable to software. We also show the standard deviation
of VoI in Tab. I. It is possible that in some cases RSU-



G outperforms software-only results due to the stochastic
property of MCMC algorithms, but overall they produce the
same result quality.

IV. A HIGH QUALITY RSU-G

The previous quality analysis shows that an RSU-G
with Energybits = 8, Lambdabits = 4, and scaling
decay rates with probability cut-off provides high re-
sult quality. From the several possible combinations of
Timebits and distribution truncation, we choose Timebits =
5, T runcation = 0.5 based on preliminary analysis. Im-
portantly, these changes are mostly microarchitectural with
minimal impact on the overall pipeline design or the archi-
tectural interface to the RSU-G, therefore the new design
retains the sizable performance improvements of the previ-
ous work [5], as summarized in Sec. II-C. The challenge is to
design a new microarchitecture that meets the specifications
with minimum area and power overheads.

A. Qualitative Design Trade-offs

Sec. III shows that simply scaling the previous RSU-
G design cannot achieve the desired precision for high
result quality. First, the existing design lacks support for
decay rate scaling and probability cut-off, and thus, fails to
provide sufficient dynamic range for λ. Simply increasing
Lambdabits precision cannot improve result quality without
applying decay rate scaling. Second, the previous RSU-G
does not utilize 2n lambda approximation which can reduce
area and power. Using light intensity to achieve decay rate
scaling requires excessive QDLEDs for large λ values.

Furthermore, the previous design does not exploit distri-
bution truncation. Fig. 8 exposed a trade-off between dis-
tribution truncation and time measurement precision, where
points along the diagonal line produce similar high result
quality while minimizing cost. Finding an optimal point
along this line requires evaluating full implementations of
each point. Qualitatively, increasing distribution truncation
increases the number of RET networks required for some
decay rates. We cannot re-use RET networks for consecutive
label evaluations since there is a significant probability that
the RET network will produce an unwanted sample during
the next label evaluation: a large number of chromophores
may remain excited and are likely to emit photons in
a subsequent cycle. The previous RSU-G design used 4
replicas to provide a distribution truncation of 0.004, each
RET network had only a 0.004 probability of producing an
unwanted sample. Naively scaling replicas in the current
design would require even more QDLEDs and additional
SPADs, resulting in excessive area and power.

From this discussion we conclude that we need a new
RSU-G design that 1) efficiently provides decay rate scaling
and probability cut-off, 2) takes advantage of fewer unique
decay rates, and 3) balances distribution truncation with

timing precision. The remainder of this section describes
techniques to achieve this goal.

B. A New RSU-G Design

Fig. 10 shows our new RSU-G pipeline. This design
satisfies all the criteria outlined above while maintaining
nearly the same external (architectural) interface as the
previous design, the only addition is to allow updating
the temperature dynamically each iteration without adding
additional latency or pipeline stalls, thus achieving the
same steady-state performance as the previous design. The
latency for a single pixel evaluation increases since there are
more pipeline stages, but the throughput remains identical
to the previous design at one label evaluation completed
per cycle. However, the microarchitecture is substantially
different since almost all stages in the pipeline, except for
comparison, differ from the previous RSU-G. The important
differences are in the energy evaluation, the efficient energy
to λ conversion, the RET circuit, and a decoupling of the
pipeline into two sections such that the back-end operates
on variable (e.g., pixel) v+ 1 while the front-end processes
variable v. The remainder of this section describes the
techniques we utilize to achieve high result quality with no
or modest area and power increase over the previous design.

1) Support for Multiple Distances: To support a broader
set of applications we add new distance calculations in the
energy calculation stage of the previous RSU-G, which only
supports squared distance. Specifically, we add binary and
absolute distance in the doubleton calculation and absolute
distance in the singleton calculation, which covers the ma-
jority of MCMC MRF applications in computer vision [35].
This additional flexibility requires a LUT to store all possible
label values and additional combinational logic. We modify
the architectural interface such that users can configure the
energy calculation at the beginning of the application.

2) Decay Rate Scaling: Decay rate scaling is unique
for each pixel evaluation and is performed by subtract-
ing the energy for each label from the minimum energy,
E′i = Ei −Emin. This requires observing all label energies
(Ei) to find Emin and then performing the subtraction. To
implement this, we introduce a FIFO queue in the existing
RSU-G pipeline for storing all label energies. This queue
decouples the pipeline stages before λ look-up from the
rest of the pipeline, enabling us to find Emin and perform
scaling. We use two registers to support decay rate scaling.
One register stores the minimum observed energy as new
energy values are inserted into the FIFO for variable v+ 1.
A second register stores the minimum energy to use for
scaling the decay rates while processing variable v. Each
cycle an energy is read from the FIFO and subtracted from
the value in the second register to perform scaling. This
scaled energy is used as the input value for energy to λ
conversion. Note that at any given time during the steady
state, energies of two different variables reside in the queue



Figure 10. High quality RSU-G pipeline.

(except for a single cycle when the energy for the last label
of variable v + 1 enters, and all the energies in the FIFO
belong to that variable); one variable is going through energy
computation and thus, is constantly updating its minimum
energy, and the other has its minimum energy determined
and is going through the energy to λ conversion stage.

3) Efficient Energy to Lambda Conversion: Since a rel-
atively small number of unique λ is needed due to 2n

approximation, we re-evaluate the previous LUT design for
energy to λ conversion. Recall that energy to λ conversion
is based on Eq. 2. This can be implemented in two ways: 1)
using a LUT with energy as an index to load precalculated
values, or 2) storing the boundary values for each λ value
and performing comparisons to determine the interval the
energy belongs to. The LUT design is more efficient when
many λs are needed since comparisons do not scale well
when the number of intervals is large, and more memory
is needed to store the boundary values. However, since 4
unique λs only generate five intervals λ = 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, at
most 4 comparisons need to be performed for any energy
value.

The comparison-based design outperforms a LUT in
two ways: first, it significantly reduces the total memory
needed from 1024 bits to 32 bits. Second, updating a 32-bit
register is much faster than updating a 1K-bit LUT when
updating the temperature. With an 8-bit interface it only
takes four cycles to update all boundaries, which would
add 3 additional stall cycles in the pipeline at end of
each iteration. To eliminate these 3 additional cycles, we
add additional 32-bit registers to buffer the new boundary
values so that temperature updates can occur simultaneously
with sampling. Although a wider 32-bit interface can hide
this additional latency, we choose an 8-bit interface with
buffers to keep the total interface small in size. Energy to
Lambda conversion outputs a 3-bit value, using the MSB to
indicate probability cut-off and 2 other bits to indicate the
unique λ used by the RET circuit. Our area/power evaluation
indicates a 0.46× area and 0.22× power relative to the LUT

implementation.
4) Implementing Decay Rates: Recall (Sec. II-C) that

RET network decay rate depends on input light intensity and
chromophore concentration [6]. These parameters lead us to
the following design alternatives: 1) keep using QDLEDs to
provide four unique intensities and have one RET network
and one SPAD; 2) have one QDLED, whose voltage (and
thus intensity) is controlled by a digital-to-analog converter
(DAC), and have one RET network and one SPAD; and
3) have one QDLED and add RET networks with different
chromophore concentrations, one for each desired decay
rate.

As shown previously, intensity-based decay rates can-
not benefit from fewer unique λs since DACs are power
hungry [36]. Instead, we use a unique concentration for
each decay rate, where a waveguide couples to 4 RET
networks with concentrations of 1×, 2×, 4×, and 8× of that
corresponding to λ0, and a single QDLED. The appropriate
SPAD output corresponding to the RET network with the
desired decay rate (concentration) is selected as input to
the timing circuit using a multiplexer (see Fig. 11). Without
considering truncation, a single QDLED coupling 4 RET
networks covers all unique λs. However, as described later,
distribution truncation requires replicated RET circuits due
to the long exponential tail.

5) Timing Precision: The previous quality analysis shows
that we need between 4 and 8 time bits (16-256 time bins).
We use a clock multiplier and a shift register to read the
SPAD output which generates the TTF for a given RET
network. Assuming a 1GHz clock and an 8× multiplier, the
finest resolution is 125ps for a time bin, any lower resolution
becomes impractical due to the clock multipliers. The SPAD
output is sent to an 8-bit shift register to obtain a unary
encoded value for the sample, with all zeros indicating no
photon observed in this 1ns cycle. Wire delay from SPADs
to shift register is negligible compared to 125ps [37]. This
design provides Timebits = 3 (8-bit unary = 3-bit binary).
This is clearly not sufficient to provide high result quality.

To increase timing precision, we extend the window for



observing fluorescence to more than one clock cycle. The
number of clock cycles required for a specific time precision
is Cycles = 2Timebits/8 and ranges from 2 to 32 cycles for
4 ≤ Timebits ≤ 8. The number of cycles directly influences
RSU-G design since this is the window within which to
potentially observe fluorescence, and replicated RET circuits
are required to avoid a structural hazard and sustain one label
per cycle evaluation. Our chosen point, Timebits = 5 (32
bins), requires 4 replicas since our observation window is 4
cycles (32/8).

6) Distribution Truncation: To truncate the tail of the
distribution, we simply stop looking for fluorescence of a
given RET network and assume it never occurs (TTF =∞).
Unfortunately, the RET network may still have excited chro-
mophores that fluoresce at a later time, therefore the RET
network cannot be re-used until there is a sufficiently low
probability of fluorescence. To sustain one label evaluation
per cycle, we replicate the QDLED+RET network in each
RET circuit.

The previous RSU-G achieves 99.6% probability that a
previous sample does not affect a later sample; however,
higher truncation rates require more replicas to achieve this
same goal, and lower truncation is preferred to minimize
design overhead. For example, with Truncation = 0.5,
we need 8 RET network replicas to achieve 99.6%. RET
network replication is separate from, and can be combined
with, RET circuit replication required to obtain a specific
timing precision, as described above. Replicating RET net-
works necessitates multiple light sources since exciting two
RET networks with the same light source is equivalent to
having no replicas, and multiple RET circuits within a single
RSU-G cannot share the light sources and waveguide for
the same reason. However, multiple RSU-Gs can share the
same waveguide as long as each RET network is not reused
within the minimum interval time to reach 99.6% probability
of fluorescence.

Our design, shown in Fig. 11, allows multiple RET
circuits to share the same light source and waveguide while
satisfying the minimum interval time constraint. This design
is based on Timebits = 5 and Truncation = 0.5, where
our preliminary analysis shows a good balance. Other design
points incur either 1) more RET circuit replicas to achieve
higher time precision, or 2) more RET network replicas
and larger select logic to satisfy the minimum interval
time constraint. Finding the optimal design point requires
synthesizing results of all points on the line.

Within a RET circuit, four RET networks with unique
concentrations share a waveguide and eight sets of RET
network replicas are located on different waveguides for
concurrent operation. A QDLED counter increases by 1
every four cycles, indicating which waveguide is in use. A
32-to-1 MUX selects the SPAD signal from desired RET
network for the subsequent timing circuit. The QDLED
counter and λ input specify the RET network row and

Figure 11. RSU-G RET circuit components.

column respectively. Multiple RET circuits from different
RSU-Gs can be placed on the same waveguide as long as
the light source provides sufficient intensity to drive all RET
network replicas. With a proper layout, overheads caused
by the light source and RET network can be amortized
without incurring significant interconnection overhead. The
new RSU-G design also opens the possibility to use a
different light source, such as thin-film edge emitting lasers
or VCSELs [38], since intensity control is no longer needed.
Moreover, placing multiple RET network replicas from
multiple RSU-Gs on one waveguide enables the potential
to use external light sources across all RSU-Gs without
a need to integrate on-chip light sources. Previous work
demonstrates selectively coupling optics from a single light
source to a desired waveguide using ring resonators [39]–
[41]. Finding the proper design and layout for a multiple
RSU-G architecture is ongoing work.

C. Evaluation

The new RSU-G design described above preserves nearly
the same architectural interface but adds an interface for
temperature updates. Since our design guarantees no addi-
tional latency during temperature updates, speedups from
the previous RSU-G still hold [5]. However, we introduce
a new application in this paper, stereo vision, thus we
implement two GPU versions of stereo vision with float
precision energy and 8-bit integer energy implementation,
and compare results with an RSU-G augmented GPU (RSU-
G1) using the previous methodology [5] (i.e., best-effort
GPU implementations with packed inputs as baseline). Tab.
II shows the execution time and speedup. RSU-G provides
speedups similar to image segmentation in SD images, but
provides higher speedup in HD images.

We estimate the area/power of the CMOS portion of the
new RSU-G using Cacti [42] and a Verilog implementation
synthesized using a predictive 15nm process [43]. First
principles are used to calculate the area/power for QDLED
[44], [45], RET network, and SPAD [19]–[21], as in previous
work [5]. Conservatively, area/power analysis uses one RSU-
G per light source plus waveguides, i.e., each RSU-G has 8



independent QDLEDs. Waveguides are straight, with pitch
equal to half width of QDLED, and no circuitry in the spare
area. Tab. III summarizes our evaluation. The new RSU-G
design consumes a slightly higher (1.27×) power but keeps
the same area compared to the previously proposed RSU-
G. Most power increase is introduced by supporting more
functionality in energy calculation. However, a single RET
circuit alone consumes 0.7× area and 0.5× power compared
to the previous design. Sharing light sources and waveguide
can further reduce area/power. Most importantly, the new
design achieves the goal of providing high result quality
and significant speedups for MCMC MRF models.

Table II
STEREO VISION EXECUTION TIME (SECONDS).

320x320 SD 1920x1080 HD
10-label 64-label 10-label 64-label

GPU float 0.078 0.401 0.894 6.522
GPU int8 0.070 0.378 0.784 5.870

RSUG aug 0.025 0.071 0.220 1.067
Speedup flt 3.125 5.652 4.058 6.115

Speedup int8 2.828 5.323 3.561 5.504

Table III
NEW RSU-G AREA AND POWER CONSUMPTION.

Component Area(µm2) Power (mW)
RET Circuit 1120 0.08

CMOS Circuitry 1128 3.49
LUT 655 1.42

RSU Total 2903 4.99

To further compare RSU-G with pure-CMOS designs,
we estimate the area of equivalent CMOS designs by re-
placing the sampling portion of RSU-G with an alternative
true random number generator (RNG) (Intel DRNG [22])
and more aggressive pseudo-RNG designs (Linear-feedback
Shift Register (LFSR) and mt19937 [46]). These RNGs
lack programmability. As a result, generating parameterized
distributions requires a LUT to store the target cumulative
distribution function (e.g., store {1,3,6,7} for the discrete
probability distribution {1,2,3,1}). The LUT size is propor-
tional to the maximum number of supported labels.

Tab. IV shows the estimated area comparison. To evaluate
the potential benefits of RSU-G, we estimate RSU-G area
in 1) a design where 4 RSU-Gs shares a light source
set (RSUG 4share), and 2) an optimistic design in which
many RSU-Gs share a light source set with negligible
amortized area, and CMOS circuits can reside underneath
the waveguides (RSUG optimistic). Mt19937 RNG area is
obtained from [47] and scaled to 15nm technology [48].
We estimate the area when using one RNG per sampling
unit (mt19937 noshare), per 2 units (mt19937 4share), and
per 208 units (mt19937 208share, maximum value in [47]).
We consider only AES-256 [49] area, which is one of
three stages in Intel DRNG. One Intel DRNG can only

support one sampling unit given the throughput limitation
[22]. The 19-bit LFSR design is the most aggressive herein.
Our quality analysis shows that the design provides result
quality as good as mt19937 and RSU-G for the selected
benchmarks (stereo vision and motion estimation). However,
the result quality for other benchmarks and applications
remains to be evaluated given the relatively short period
of LFSR. Moreover, pseudo-RNG cannot provide security
guarantees for critical applications [50]. Previous work [51]
uses true-RNG similar to [22] for neuron firing. Unlike
Gibbs Sampling Unit in [51], RSU-G is a full functional
unit. Overall, RSU-G can provide true-RNG using area
comparable to LFSR designs and the power/area benefit [5]
remains.

Table IV
AREA COMPARISON WITH ALTERNATIVE DESIGNS

True-RNG Area(µm2) Pseudo-RNG Area(µm2)
RSUG noshare 2903 19-bit LFSR 2186
RSUG 4share 2303 mt19937 noshare 19269

RSUG optimistic 1867 mt19937 4share 6507
Intel DRNG (part) 3721 mt19937 208share 2336

D. Limitations and Future Work

This work evaluates the result quality of three popular
applications in computer vision, which we view as good
representations of other applications in this field. The new
RSU-G design keeps the same maximum number of labels
that can be supported as previous work, which provides suffi-
cient support for most applications in this area. Nonetheless,
providing support for more than 64 labels would expand
the applications that can benefit from our approach. Deeper
analysis of distribution truncation vs. timing precision is
also needed to determine the optimal design parameters.
Finally, although fabrication of RET technology [5], [52],
QDLED [44] and SPAD [53] are individually demonstrated
elsewhere, a fully integrated RSU is yet to be demonstrated.
We are also evaluating possible designs that use other types
of light sources, which may further simplify fabrication.
Photo-bleaching, which can degrade RET circuits, can be
mitigated using known techniques [54].

Additional future work includes, but is not limited to,
extending the samplers to support more than Gibbs sam-
pling, support for a wider application domain, and exploring
sampling from phase-type distributions.

V. RELATED WORK

Several previous works inspire our efforts on supporting
probabilistic computing. Mansinghka, et al. [30], [31] intro-
duced the notion of Stochastic Transition Circuit, and RSU-
G is an instance of it. Probabilistic CMOS can be used for
Bayesian Inference [55], [56] and quantum dots can be used
to solve decision making problems [4], [57]. More recently



Khasanvis, et al. [2], [3] proposed strain-switched magneto-
tunneling junctions to support causal inference. Alaghi and
Hayes provided a survey of stochastic computing [58].

Adopting a proper quality metric in approximate comput-
ing is crucial to both ensuring correctness and controlling the
trade-off between quality of the results and the gains in the
desired metric, e.g., performance, energy, or storage. These
quality metrics include relative difference (e.g., in MapRe-
duce and n-body simulation), peak signal-to-noise ratio and
structural similarity (e.g., in x264 and image smoothing),
pixel difference (e.g., in raytracer and bodytrack), energy
conservation across scenes in physics-based simulations
(e.g., in collision detection and constraint solving), among
others [59]. These quality metrics could be used to analyze
RET-based sampling for different applications.

VI. CONCLUSION

The recent advances in statistical machine learning create
new opportunities and challenges for improving overall
computational efficiency. Direct support for probabilistic al-
gorithms is an intriguing path to help alleviate the challenges
due to the slowing of CMOS scaling. Several approaches
that utilize emerging technology are being explored in the
community. This paper builds on the recent technique of
utilizing molecular-scale optical devices to construct effi-
cient samplers that exploit the physical property of reso-
nance energy transfer (RET). The previously proposed RET
sampling unit for Gibbs sampling (RSU-G) can be added to
commodity processors or used to create a discrete accelerator
and provide significant speedups.

We ask and answer several questions related to the imple-
mentation of the RSU-G and how certain design decisions
affect overall application result quality. Using community
standard metrics for three represented applications, we find
that the previously proposed RSU-G does not provide ade-
quate result quality. We identify four primary RSU-G design
parameters and explore their impact on result quality. We
present a new RSU-G design with minimal architectural
interface changes that maintains the performance improve-
ments of the previous design, and provides high result
quality with negligible area overhead and modest power
increases. We also enable opportunities to further reduce
power, area, and fabrication costs with a shared light source
and waveguide design. This work takes one more step on
the path toward finding methods to accelerate probabilistic
algorithms.
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